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New Dean of Students
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by Thea Mohr and Scott Pass
Jim Kridler begins office as Dean
of Students this semester. He will
be filling the position that David
Parker assumed temporarily when Peter r
Sears resigned last year.
Mr. Kridler said that he chose
Bard's office of Dean of Students-over jobs at Colorado College and New
England College--because of the diversity and freedom Bard offers its
students.
"It sounded like an interesting place to work,'' he said.
Mr. Kridler reported on student affairs to the vice-president at Kalamazoo College for five and a half
years, and before that was the area
coordinator for residence halls at
Platsburg State College. He did his
undergraduate work at Earlam College
in Richmond, Virginia and is currently· a doctoral candidate from
Westenn Michigan University. He will :
!

be writing his doctoral thesis on the
retention of students or, more simply, how to keep students in school.
As the new Dean of Students, Mr.
Kridler is especially concerned about
the relatively large numbers of Bard
students that withdraw each year.
"Some people probably leave because
they can't deal with all the freedom," he commented.
While social and academic freedom
is important, Mr. Kridler said, too
much of it might make Bard students
unproductive.
The academic freedoms Bard offers
its students, especially durL.':J the
freshman year, could cause some problems, he said.
"A big phrase I've heard around
here is 'Freedom to fail,' he said.
"l1any professors don't come out and
say, 'Gee, you haven't been going to
class.'
Some students aren't ready
to handle that."
Non-academic student problems have
have also been on Mr. Kridler's mind.
He says he has heard of many cases of
students who've left Bard quickly,
disappointed or shocked by the co-ed
dorms and bathrooms and the generally
relaxed attitude of Bard students.
And yet some students have not
found it relaxed enough. Mr. Kridler
recently dealt with a group of un-

happy freshmen who had arrived expecting Bard's casual co-ed atmqsphere--and found themselves in a dorm
with single-sex floors (Tew]{.sbury) ··
Mr. Kridler speculated that ~any
students find adjustment difficult
because as prospective students they
were perhaps not as ·well-informed
about Bard as they should have been.
"I think the college needs to accep~ some responsibility for informing the student what the school is
like," he said, adding that Bard
should give applicants an honest (and
perhaps not always. attractive) look
at the college.
.
· ·,"
Mr. Kridler plans ·to work clefs.e:ly
with David Parker and Tom l'YlaiEfllo,
and said he expected there to be no
major changes in the way his 6ffice
,..,ill work.
"David and I operate
along the same wavelengths," he said.
"Our styles are very similar."
Mr. Kridler said it's been a nice
transition period and has been busy
arranging his office and trying to
feel at home. His move into the
Dean's house has gone well, and he
expects to meet with students there
on occasion.
Mr. Kridler said he hopes to develop a good working relationship
with the students, and on behalf of
<II
himself and his wife, Virginia, says .~
"We're looking forward to being a
~.
part of the community."
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BARD COLLEGE:
ARCHIVES
In the Hannah Arendt room
of the library are some of
the most interesting records
of Bard•s history available
anywhere, as well as priceless records of local and
church history.
Piled on the floor and
stacked in boxes and file
drawers is an assortment of
150-200 photographs dating
from the 187o•s to the present. An extensive collection of written material
is in somewhat better condition on the shelves nearby.
These artifacts have been
hidden for quite some time
now. Four years ago I found
the proud class of 1887 on
the floor of the Blithewood
basement behind some old congressional records. After
speaking with Dayid Tipple,
Head Librarian, I learned
that the photos, until recently, were housed with the
library's "miscellaneous"
collection and lived in
closets and basements with
aged copies · of the Village
Voice because no one knew
just what to do with them.
There has been some attempt in the past few years
to organize .. and catal6~ the
collection. Last semester,
Mr. Tipple arranged a small
display, mostly photos, on
the third floor of the
Kellog Library.

An extensive review of the
written ·material occured
during the writing of former
president Reamer Kline's
book, Education For the
common Good: The HistOry of
Bard College Until 1960.
Kline ·contr1buted countless .
hours ,pouring over papers
and sorting out files until
illness prevented him from
worki~g.
He died shortly
after•the publication of his
book in 1982.
'
Since Kline's death, Professor Bill Lensing has been
volunteering his - time to organiz~ the non-photo part of
the collection. He, too, has
spent[ hundreds of hours sorting put fraternity notes
and society records, trying
to make some sense of it all.
Now a:t least it's possible
to get an idea of what we
have;! cataloging of some
mate~ial will be possible
very!shortly thanks to his
helpJ Tipple estimated that
the cataloging of all the
material might be completed
as soon as mid-1985.
Besides its obvious value
to the school, the Bardiana
collection is of great
value to area historians
and those interested in the
Episcopal Church or education of ministers. The
Rhinebeck and Red Hook Historical Societies have used
our collection for i~search
ing the h~story of the Bard
and Cruger families. Handwritten cookbooks and
diar,i es have been much help
to l,ocal historians and the
old .n ewspapers have filled

Rundown On
Tuition
Ever wonder where all
the money goes? Well,
here's a quick rundown:
For a full-time student with approximately
16 credits, tuition
for the 1983-84 academic year is $9,450.
A large chunk of this
goes to teachers'
salaries and benefits
with smaller portions
being used for the library, general administration, and student
services, as well as
other institutional
needs.
In addition to
tuition you pay $1,420
for youx room~ your.
food will cost you
about $1,630 for 32
weeks. (That's about
670 meals--go for it!)
Then there's a student
activity fee of $90.
The infirmary is also
given $90 for supplies
and contributions to
the local rescue teams
so they will be there
if needed. Accident
and sickness insurance'
is available for $70,
and a general dep.osi t
of $100 is kept by the
college in case of
damage to property.
Finally, if you live
off campus, you have
to fork out an extra
$80 to cover the "nonresident fee." This
all comes to a grand
total of $12,800 for
residents.
"Hey, Dad •.. ?"

1

(continued p.3)

Dan Scholten
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Galloway .
Resigns
Professor Joe Galloway has
informed Leon Botstein that
he will resign at the end of
this semester. Professor
Galloway has been the asso.ciate professor of philosophy
since 1981.
Students who have worked
with ~1r. Galloway expressed
surprise over his ~ova along
with conjecture over ·why he
has resigned. Erik Cathell,
a Junior majoring in philosophy, said that, while he
liked professor Galloway, he .
also felt that he simply
wasn't doing enough as a
professor--"and he kpew it,"
Erik added.
·
Bill Griffith, the other
professor . of philosophy, expressed his disappointment
over Mr. Galloway's resignation.
"This was completely
Joe's decision," Professor
Griffith emphasized.
A search committee headed
by professors John Fout and
Bill Griffith has been
formed. According to Mr.
G.riffith, the committee has
received two hundred applications and has n~rro~ed
these down to four people.
These four will give lectures
at Bard'sometime this semester.
At the time of printing,
professor Galloway was unavailable for comment.

..d
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EDI T OR l ALS
.. ~Having -· crossed out 'two
hours' worth of sentences, I
find that first issue editorials are difficult to
write. The overriding urge
is to try to cover everything--who we are, what
we're trying to do, when we
began working, how many
nights we worked until dawn,
why we feel a newspaper is
worth so much effort.
But there is little space,
and indeed, little time, so
I suppose it's best to explain what we feel the new
Bard Observer itself ought
to be, and keep ourselves
out of this.

BARD OBSERVER
Editor in Chief - Scott Pass
Photography Editor - Theresa Adams
Sports Editor - Dorothy Atcheson
Layout Editor - Molly Sullivan
Drawings - Julie Threlkeld
Jonathon Wahl
Typing - Doro~hy Atcheson
Contributing Writers Ted Allen, Scott Thomas, Julie
Threlkeld, Scott Pass, Jill
Steinberger, Thea Mohr, Dan Shulton,
Claire Surovell, Fred Maxik, Abe
Levy.
Opinions expressed on the editorial page are not necessarily
those of the Observer.
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The new Bard Observer'is
a student-run newspaper that
will be appearing roughly
every three weeks, five
times a semester. It will
always be eight pages in
~ength, unless more money
~s found,·and will contain
work don~ · aimost exclusively
by Bard ~tudents, including
reportage, photography ,
short fiction, humor, essays, satire, drawings, and
poetry.
But de$pite its variety,
the Observer is primarily a
newspaper, and will present
the news ~ most pertinent to
Bard stu9ents in a straightforward, !professiona l manner. That is our main pur~pose, and no matter how
silly or iartistic we may
get, we like to remember
that we are still, when it
comes right down to it, in
the business of communicating information quickly
and clearly. If we forget
that, we .' re done for.
We tak~ special pride in
our editorial page, and hope
the comm~nity uses this forum for controversy enthuIf something's
siastica;l ly.
been on your mind, you now
have a w~y of being heard.
Lastly;, while we're sure
some wil:l criticize the new
Bard Obs'erver for being too
traditidnal (Look, they put
lines iri the gutters!) or
not avarit-garde enough
the bowling
(Where'
balls?),: we hope most of
you will enjoy what we're
doing. ·
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Tp . t11e Edit.or: .
. ~ .A.t__t:.he beginning of last

year's 3-week program, the
~dministration decided that
':!!.~wl<sbury would be · a slngleThis
se~, ·by floor, ·dorm.
decisiqn was mC!,de <;lespite the
stro1;1g opposition of the
students.
~ot only had the Tenant's
Union surveyed student opinion, but also a vote was
taken by the Tewksbury resiIn both cases, there
dents.
was unanimous opposition to
such a move.
While this issue has been
'resolved in the students'
favor, what remains an issue
is whether President Botstein
can, without consultation ,
make major decisions concerning student affairs.
One might raise the spectre
of the Stephen Andors affair.
Here Botstein disregarded not
only the students• support
of Andors, but also ignored
the evaluation committee and
faculty in his decision not
to give Andors tenure:
No promises have been made
as to the fate of Tewksbury
In addition,
next semester.
the fact remains that students were forced to live in
fundamental ly alienating
circumstance s for an entire
semester.
John carroll

· .To the Editor:
To the Editor:
The Reagan Administrati on
I am not in the habit of
states that Nicaragua's probattending chapel often. I
lems are a product of its
could even say that I have
move toward socialism. Hown~ver be~n to chapel serever, according to Americans
(Nope--once on
V1ces.
who \·Tent to Nicaragua in
Easter. ) But now I am not
December to help in the bargoing for a reason. There
. vest of coffee and cotton,
are no pews.
attacks by government opI don't know who is in
charge of this sort of thing. po~ents are causing more
chaos than anything else.
I do know that the chapel
According to Judith
has a _brand new shiny floor
Singer, a participant in the
and it looks very pretty,
"B.aurice Bishop Brigade"
and I know that to put in
(named after the slain Grenthe floor the pews had to
be removed. But I don't know adian leader), there "were
why they were never replaced. young people in the hospital
who had their fingers blown
B&G told me that the pews
off by grenades. Other
were in storage and there
people were brought in who
were no plans to take them
had been injured while deI assume that the open
out.
fending the country from
space is more usable and
Contra attacks on the northmore practical for concerts
ern border of the country."
and such, but I want the
The u.s. has no right to
pews back anyway.
aid the Honduran-bac ked
I am trying to envision
rebels attempting to overservices without pews. Are
throw the Nicaraguan governrows of folding chairs to
ment. Not only is their
be set up and put away each
sabotage causing food shortSunday? Shame on you for
ages and transportati on
entertaining such a thought!
difficulties , but their
It is a church, not a gymattacks are endangering
It is not a matter
nasium.
the lives of ordinary Nicaof practicality , it is a
raguan citizens. - Serious
matter of aesthetics . Yes,
observers know that without
folding chairs would work.
U.S. funds, the contras
They would hold our fannies
would not have the capability
in place, but if I wanted a
to purchase the weapons with
drive-in roadside church
which they destroy fuel staratmosphere, I wouldn't be in
the Bard Chapel to begin with., age tanks and medical supply
ships. We should urge our
I need t~e solidity of wood;
elected representati ves to
the phys~cal structure of a
cease aiding these criminals
worn bench where many before
at once.
me have sought spiritual
William Preston
peace means more than any
plastic scoop ever could.
It is a great loss to the
cororounity if the pews are
not returned as soon as
possible.
Claire Surovell

To the Editor:
uncompromis ing doctrine .
Up to now, a lack of trust
Late in 1983, President
has fueled the nuclear arms
A permanent unilateral
Reagan and his supporters
race; but the risks of a
freeze, as demanded by the
in Congress staged a remarktemporary freeze are negligfreeze movement, is politicable public relations move
ally unsound and perhaps even ible. It is unlikely that
to satiffy the growing unthe Soviets, once confronted
dangerous. The politicians
rest over the nuclear arms
with this move, could build
that such a move is
say
race. Reagan's plans for
arms fast enough to create
equivalent to surrendering .
a "build down" looked like
any danger to the stability.
The main problem is the
an arms ' control and reduction freeze movement's inability
Quite the opposite; it is
proposal. This administralikely that-the Soviets
to restructure its proposal
tion is : quite apt at diswould also freeze arms dein a politicallY feasible
guising : wolves; to destroy
ployrnent for their own
Instead of demanding
form.
two weapons for every one
benefit. Any violations of
a permanent freeze, a tempbuilt seems fair, and the
the freeze would be easily
orary freeze should be the
proposar-8a tisfied even the
detected by the modern surIt
crux of their proposal.
powerful and organized nuveillance methods which both ·
would appeal to even the
clear arms freeze movement
countries use.
Reagan administrati on, and
and its _PAC "Freaze Voters
By graying this black and .
public, barring the roost
the
'84." Considering current
white issue, the present conconservative elements, would
Soviet-Amer ican relations,
servative environment could
view such a proposal favorhowever, this proposed actior ably.
not dismiss such ideas as
would do little to amelioratE
. "radical" and "unrealistic ."
A temporary freeze (say,
current; tensions.
cou~d be enact- This environment may be re)
three.months
The problem is not only
ceptive to just such a comed un~~aterally w7thout enthat the public is accepting
promise. After all, it is .
danger1n~ the ~ar~ty of
the proposal that two obsoour role to offer feasible
force wh1ch ex1sts today.
lete Ti~an missiles be
the alternatives
show
would
reeze
f
a
Such
destroy~d for every one of
·
Yann Geron
of the United
the new missiles built (sadly, willingness
race
arms
the
halt
to
States
most vo.t ers believe numbers
and attempt to swav the
play th~ key role) . But the
Union to follow in our
Soviet
is
freeze movement itself
·
footsteps.
,
creatin.g the major problem
by declaring a politically
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Dan White's Release: A Personal View
On November 27, 1978, Dan
White walked into San Francisco's City Hall with a gun
and killed Mayor George Mascone and Supervisor Harvey
Milk. He was tried and sentenced to seven years, eight
months with a charge of voluntary manslaughter. He
served five years, one month
and nine days. He was released January 6th, 1934.
Now he is free.
~1any people who aren • t familiar with the case are asking, "Why did he get off so
easily?" Good question.
I'm very familiar with the
case and I still don't know
how he managed to get only
five years for murdering two
people in broad daylight.
Perhaps this is why Dan
White is free: the original
charge of "murder" was reduced to "voluntary manslaughter" after a group of
psychiatrists brought in the
"diminished capacity" deferis~
According to them, \'Jhite- was
under a lot of stress and
temporarily lost control of
his actions. But White had
a motive (revenge against
Milk and Moscone for ousting
him from his seat on the
Board of Supervisors), a plan
a prepared weapon, and enough
foresight to avoid the metal
detector at City Hall. It'~
impossible for me to believe
his crime was committed in a
sudden consuming moment of
passion.

SCOTT THOMAS:

RECORD REVIEW
I think the first issue of
1984 is a fine place from
which to look back at 1983

and see what, if anything,
happened to popular music.
In 1983 nothing new really
happened, though we did witness the culmination of
trends which had their
roots in 1982. The most obcvious of these trends is
what is now known as
"techno-pop, .. essentially
melod i_c nop sonqs doctored

And will somebody please
explain what the difference
is between "voluntary manslaughter" and "murder?" To
do something voluntarily is
to be in control of one's own
actions,', right? And manslaught.e:t means to kill, to
slaughter another person.
So, acc-ording to" the judge,
White voluntarily killed two
people, which brings us back
to the 'word "murder." I detest legalese, and "voluntary
manslaughter" and murder are
one and the same to me.
Many;people have expressed
their fear of White committing more murders now that
he's out. While I believe
White will pay for his crime
in one way or another--maybe
not in a prison sentence, but
in the: way he will have to
live his life from now on-there ;is still some doubt as
to wh~ther or not he's learned his lesson. People seem
to be asking, "Will he kill
again?:" Who knows? There
is a small part of me that
wants ito believe White really
was temporarily insane when
he committed those murders-.
It's the same part of me that
wants.to give potentially iehabilitatable criminals another chance. v.Jhi te, s lawyer
has said, 11 1 would suggest
that he is not the type of
man w:p_o would kill again,"
but who can believe that?
·what ~vould 1 ve suqqested that
in 1978 he would walk into
1

1

witti the latest special effects. Most critics like
to place the cradle of
techno-pop at ' mid-1982 when
the!Human League released
their first hit single, but
it's been going on much longer than that. Technology. and popular music first
crossed paths with the invention of the electric guitar1and since then pop musicians have embraced the
latest inventions with enthusiasm.
There have been three recen,t developments which have
made techno-pop possible:

(continued from p.l)

City Hall and shoot to death
two of his colleagues?
~'lhite is unpredictable--he's
proven that.
If there's one thing I've
learned from this event,
it's this: murderers don't
always come packaged in a
maniacal Mansonesque wrapper.
They can also be found
amongst the all-American,
squeaky-clean variety of
people; but they are no less
dangerous. And it is their
outwardly normal appearance
that makes them all the
more terrifying~
White grew up in a workingclass Irish family, was an
executive policeman, an exfireman, and an ex-Vietnam
veteran. To many,. White was
the ver}' embodiment of conservatism in America. Let's
face it, the Army corps, and
the fire and police departments are not exactly havens
of liberalism, and White was
a direct product of these
institutions. And he was by
no means a quiet man; he
spoke his mind loudly and
publicly, and he gained both
staunch supporters and enemies for it.
Many people felt his image
was instrumental in his
gaining such a light sentence. As Don Kilhefner,
deputy director of the Los
Angeles Gay and Lesbian Community Service Center put it,
"If he had been poor, black
and not an ex-cop, the
the improvement in recording
quality, the affordability
of the synthesizer, and the
inevitable rise of computers. Indeed, all three were
foreseen over a decade ago;
in fact, artists and science
fiction writers have speculated about the marriage of
art and machine since the
Industrial Revolution.
However, things haven't
turned out quite as badly
as was envisioned. The synthesizer has yet to replace
the orchestra (although it
has replaced the organ), and
despite Linn Drum Machines
and digital recording processes, the new technology is
still merely a tool of the
musician.
other words,
pop music is as it always
has been--a few people are
taking the tools at hand and
using them creatively (Culture Club, Thomas Dolby),
while the remainder are producing boring, tedious
schlock (Duran, Duran).
The fact that there's
plenty of techno-pop satire
(Randy Newman's "Mikey's,"
Paul Simon's "Cars are
Cars," and Devo) is a clear
indication that machines
haven't gained control yet.
In fact, 1984 may hold some
sort of backlash, hopefully
a renewed interest in folk
and a~oustic music.
1982 saw the rise of MTV
and 1983 saw it standing
firmly on top of everything.
HTV (Husic Television} is a
result of the recent explosion in satellite technology which has allowed for
the rise of cable "superstations." HTV broadcasts
film clips from current pop
acts (over and over and over
again).
·
r.1usicians have been pro-moting their recordings
,
through movies and televi~
sion for decades now, but it
was always a secondary
.
route, radlo belng the pri11
mary. Currently, "videOS
may be just as important as
radio airplay for record

In

Archives

in gaps in the local libraries• Rhinebeck Gazette
collection.
While books and paper can
be cataloged with relative
ease, the problem of the
photographs is more complex.
Photographs must first be cleaned and negatives must
be made in case further deterioration occurs. Some
of these picturef? are 120
years old and even if they
-had been kept under ideal
conditions, they would have
faded and cracked-~the
paper used to make the prints
was highly aq.idic and nothing short of re-photograph-·
ing will preserve them for
the future.
A conservative estimate of
$10 apiece for reprinting
the photos adds up to $1500$2000--and that doesn't include the cost of acid free
envelopes.

I'd love to see everything
organized and properly
stored. But the money just
isn't there. _The library is
underfinanced as it is and
their priorities lie in
cataloging new books and converting from Dewey Decimal
to: Library of Congress call
numbers. I've written to the
Association of Episcopal
Co'lleges about the possib~lity of grants, but I
haven't heard from them yet.
If the money isn't coming
in from the outside, then
it's going to have to come
from within. If my $10 will
save one picture (I like to
think of the Class of 1887)
then I'm happy to give it.
Claire Surovell
Note: Checks for the preservation of Bardiana should
be made payable to Bard Coll;ege, the memo reading "Arc,hives • 11

chances are very good that:
he'd be spending another
fifteen to thirty years in
prison. ••
Gay people in parEicular
have been devastated by
White's release. Harvey
Milk was the first openly . _
gay person to be appointed
to the position of Sup~r= >
visor, and he had the full.
support . of Mayor Moscone·. ·
For the first:· ·time"· g'ay
people had the opportunity
to change the system from the inside; Milk was a voice
for a minority screaming to
be heard. He acted as a '
middleman between the gays
and the city governments, and
a lot of progress was made-.
But White didnjt like that.
And when White sa.-.$ --he -was in
trouble" saw that he was
rubbing a whole lot of people
the wrong way, he got scared
and defensive. On a piece
of his campa'ign-literature
he scrawled 11 I ·am not going
to be forced out of San Francisco by splinter groups of
radicals, social deviates,and incorrigibles."
God, I still remember the
afternoon of the murders. I
was thirteen at the time.
The news came on and there
was Diann~ Feinstein, head
of the Board of Supervisors,
tearfully announcing that
Moscone_an~ Milk had been
shot and killed. I knew we'd
lost a very important and
well-loved man when Moscone
(continued. p. 5)
promotion, which means that
instead of requiring just a
memorable piece of melody to
sell records, not..r you also
need a warehouse of rock
salt, lazer beams, and · .
enough make-up to send the
Avon lady's son through med
school. I am tempted to say
that 11 music is meant to be
heard, not seen," but that
would be naive--some of the
most compelling rock acts of
tl1e past thirty years have
had a visual image on which
the aural image-depended
(the Stones, Bowie, Elvises
Presley and Costello) . And
if it were not for video,
such exciting new acts as
Men at Work would be unheard

of.
So then, MTV does have
its purpose. It is merely
sad that a medium with such
artistic possibilities is
being used so crassly and
unimaginatively. With better sound quality, a wider
focus (including jazz, soul,
classical, bluegrass, etc:),
more straight concert footage, and less of that godawful lip-synching, it could
be made into something
worthwhile. This Utopian
version of MTV is an impossibility unless PBS purchases the network.
With that out of the way,
it's time for my year-end
(or year-beginning) list of
what was good and bad.
Lists like this always make
me queasy, since I can't see
how anyone can be objective
about record releases. out
of the thousands of L.P.'s
released in 1983, I probably
heard bits and_pieces of
about one-hundred, and in
the .end really~ listened
closely-to only twenty. Bnt
for what it's-worth:
·{continued p. 5)
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TRANSFERS

CLUB NOTICE

The Observer Question:

"What Did

One of the more reTo transfer into a new
cently formed clubs on
school is not always easy.
You Do Over Break"
campus is known as the
Having already been in colInternational/Intercullege before coming to Bard
tural Club, introduced
may make it easier to adlast semester by
just to the academics--but
tn0 it may make the social adZeynep Aricanli. The
~
club comprises foreign
justme'nt more difficult.
0
- -~'I
.c
The transfer program run by students from Turkey,
. ~--- ~ .1.
p..
Korea, Africa, El SalMichael Rosenthal tries to
vador, Venezuela, and
soften what is sometimes a
"Studied the flight
several European
great culture shock--a move
patterns of North
countries. The club's
from a large university to
American Swallows."
goal is to bring forthe small Bard College cameign students together
pus.
and to further educate
The very diversified group
Ann Lewinson
t he Bard campus about
that came in this semester
numbered nineteen, and enter- different cultures.
Last semester, the
ed Bard as Freshmen, SophoInternational/Interculmores, and Juniors.
' tural Club brought
The students I spoke with
costa-Gravas' film z to
seemed grateful for having
the Bard community.been able to meet each other
The club also held an
before classes began. Their
international dinner
friendships kept them from
at Blithewood--each
feeling alone in their new
"Worked for B&G. Went surroundings--which were very member contributed a·
ski:tng."
dish from his own
different from Idaho or Calnative country. The
ifornia.
club is now organizing
They were exposed for the
its activities for
first time to Bard food and
this semester. Anyone
began to wonder just how far
Kirk Salzer
who wishes to join is
was the walk to the nearest
welcome. For further
McDonald's.
information, contact
On the last night before
classes, they were treated to boxes 131 or 804.
Any comments, suga party in the Tewksbury
gestions, or requests
lounge. Here they unwound
to attend any of the
and met returning students
meetings should be
who did their best to make
sent to Box 504.
"Spent my time forming them feel at home as Bard
undergraduates.
a new kind of cupMany of the transfers I
. cake."
spoke with asked me to conclude by thanking Ellen
The Bard Observer is
Schwartz for the work she put
looking for reportage,
Scott Thomas
into the program and to · send
short prose, poetry,
their best wishes for her
drawings, photographs,
~----------------------~graduation in the spring.
essays, etc. Submit
Fred S. l-iaxik
to Box 123 or bring to
the Observer office
(above the gym) .

THE BARD COALITION FOR
PHILOSOPHIC DISCOURSE
The Bard Coalition
for Philosophic Discourse was formed last
Its primary goal
fall.
is to create a forum
for discussion of modern issues. The
group's first symposium, planned for
March, will deal with
American Higher Education in the SO's.
The faculty members
invited to participate
are President Botstein,
Prof. Skiff, and Prof.
Its exact time
Lytle.
and place will be posted and printed in
Bard's Calendar of
Weekly Events.
The group's second
symposium will discuss
the pros and cons of
socializing the American Medical System. A
number of Bard professors and a member of
the American Medical
Association are exoected to participate.Notes:
The Bard Political
Coalition will be
meeting every Monday
evening at 6:30 in the
Faculty Dining Room. -All are welcome. For
more information, con- tact Bill Preston, Box
953.

POETRY

, c .-

! -

Spring
I heard - the gutters dripping today, ,
The icicles-cracking, the snow about ~o slide
i
From my roof arid onto the hedge.
.Hy friend, while walking in the ~ores,~,
Had heard a locust, had seen a l1ghtn;1 ng
Storm out of the corner of his eye.

The Idealistic Young Man becoming Realistic

f

I

Scott ;E. Thomas

I reached the wall, the one that's made of stone,
Joe, where the fields end, the woods begin. My father
Said that no one passed that point and I
Did not believe him, but it happened Joe.
I couldn't cross. The bottom rocks were slick
I guess that you
And I couldn't boost myself up.
Were right, but still I wonder who has made
-This cruel illusion; trees that I can see
And even hear, but cannot sit beneath.
Scott E. Thomas

~

.

I

.Village Pizz:a III
Broadwa
17 Nbrth
I
Red Hook, N.Y.
I

i

Telephone

758-5808
!

I

I

ours:
on~- Thurs. 11 a. m.-11 p. _1!,1~

I

Fri. & Sat. ll a. m...12 Mid.
Sun. 3 p. m.-11 p.m.

'

Wednesday,
I

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
NOTES

(continued from

p.3}
-~~

The Student Government Forum held student elections on De~
cember 13, 1983 in
Kline Commons. Ten
offices were open.
Three students were
elected to the Central
Committee. Planning
Committee Chair: Kim
Hoffman. Student Judiciary Board: John
carroll. Treasurer:
Gary Mosca.
Three students were
elected to the Planning.Conunittee: Judith
Miller, Nadja Shafir,
Carlos Corenos'.
Other offices: Student Representative to
Board of Trustees,
Erik Cuthell. Library
Committee, Ann Lewinson. Chair of Tenants' Union, Leah
Smith. Editor of Bard
Observer, Scott Pass.
The next Student
Government Forum meeting will be held on
Wednesday, February
15 at 8 p.m. in Kline
Commons. All students
are urged to attend.
The results of the
voting--particularly
on the budget--will
affect the entire Bard
coinmunity.
Agenda: !)Introduction of All Student
Government Officials
2)Committee Reports
3) Old and Ne'\V' Business
4}Ratification of Budget for Spring '84.

f~om
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··DAN WHITE

wa's"Jdrled, but: I didn ,~t knmr
who Harvey Milk was until
after he was dead.
The more I l~arned about
Milk, the more 1shattering his
death was to me. Here I was,
a young girl who knew she was
gay, but certa~nly didn't
feel good abou~ it. My outlook on the future was bleak,
especially with people like
Anita ("Kill aiQueer for
Christ") Bryant making headlines ·with her· "Save the
Children" crusade. Milk was
the first gay !'d ever heard
of that had held an influential governm~nt position.
Through his acpomplishments
I learned that~ it was possible to be the way you wanted to be, to b'e well-liked
(continued

Febru~~Y

and_respected for _being :true
to yourself, and to have a
say in the way your corner
of the world is run. But my
first role model was already
dead, and I silently shared
in the gay community's outrage and sense of loss.
Ultimately, the blame rests
with the judicial system.
"Most of the anger I pick up
from gay people," said Kilhefner, "is about the miscarriage of justice--that
someone who was involved in
premeditated murder, the
assasination of two public
officials, and t"ive years
later he's walking the
streets of L.A." The treatment of Dan White's crime
is an example of the crim-

inal justice system at its
worst.
Dan White is out now, and
· there is nothing anyone can
legally do to punish him.
But perhaps Dan White's
case will compel us to look
closer at who we're electing
to positions of power. And
perhaps it will cause us to
reevaluate our judicial
system and make· some vital
changes--so killers like
Dan White stay behind bars.
(Some facts an~/or quotes
from interviews were taken
from January 3rd, 6th, and
7th issues of the San Francisco Chronicle.)
Julie Threlkeld

RECORD REVIEW
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THE TEN BEST ALBUMS

01''

..:1983: 1) The Handof Kind-

(By Far) T.he Worst Album:
The Final Cut by Pink Floyd
Disappointments: Lawyers in
Love by Jackson Browne and
Inarticulate Speech of the
Heart by Van Morrison.
Worst Lyricist: Elvis Costello. Pleasant Surprise:
Salute by G9rdon Lightfoot.
Surviving, But A Bit Confused: Bob Dylan and Paul
Simon. Best Anthology:
Rock and sohl Pt. 1 by Hall
apd Oates.
1

ness, Richard ~hompson.
2f'Trouble in Paradise,
Randy Newman. 3) Synchronicity, The Police.
4) Hearts and Bones, Paul
Simon. 5) The Infidels,
Bob Dylan. 6) Punch the
Clock, Elvis Costello and
the Attractions. 7) Heartbreak, Bert Jansch. ----8) Jarreau, Al Jarreau.
9) Fame and Wealth, Loudon
Wainwr~ght III.
10) An Innocent Man, Billy Joe-1-.---
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CAMP:US

·c

A little over a year and a half ago, I described what it
was like to come to Bard in the little notebook I _h ad b~en
given by an instructor.
I wrote:
.
_ . .. ~"My father drove both me and my mother :to Bardo~ Saturday, ,· the fourteenth of August; that was two ¢i~ys ago • . He
drove us in our large-silver station wagon, that only a few
days earlier had returned the three of us, plus my sister,
to our home, back from a five..:week vacation· in North Carolina where we had visited relatives.
In :the back of the
. station wagon were my pelongings.
I had :packed hastily in
the morning, my father pacing back and forth in the living
room, remincHng me tl)at I had planned to ! leave half an hour
ago. In the rush,- I forgot to pack coatihangers and bring
the desk lamp off of the oak school desk !in my room.
"It tookonly about two hours for us to get to the college,
which I suppose comforted my parents, as it will be easy to
return home weekends.
~'m sure my mothe~ was hoping I'd
visit often; we've always been very clos~.
I had been away
from home for nearly a year, in Europe, a,nd had just returned
to the States in time for our annual summer trip to North
carolina, me ·and my mother had just begu~ to resume the confiding trust we had held before I went away, and now I was
leaving again.
~ -- · ·
"My father probably regretted seeing me: go, too; he occasionally joked that I waul~ probaply never return home when
I got to coflege: by the way he said it, :I could se~- the idea
of it hurt him, and that he was hoping I'~ be home _often."
When the Language and Thinking Program was over, arid the
upperclassmen arrived, I soon felt somewhat out ... of · p·face.
I
had come from a very traditional high school; all the girls
had worn barrettes in their hair and monogrammed sweaters.
I didn't understand torn sweatshirts or mohawk haircuts. How
could .! hope to develop friendships, mean~ngful friendships,
in this crowd?
i
A few
months after arrival, I was : miserable. So much
so that on the twentieth -of November, · I would write, in that
same little notebook::
I
· ··
"It , ..s all coming apart; I've lost course. Get me out of
here. Help."
..
At the end of the first semester, I withdrew from college,
with vague plans for getting a job on a newspaper somewhere.
I applied for a job at the Lakeville Journal and was promptly
turned ·down because I had no journalistic : training. I drove
the family car one day down to Waterbury to see about a job
on the ~llaterbury Republican, but the whol~ city, even the
newspaper itself, was too intimidating. I never even went
inside the building.
And so I found myself sitting at home, feeling more unsure
of myself tha~ I had ever been. It was winter outside, but my
father, s 'till in. touch with the seasonal progression of the
year, was thinking about spr~ng, the lawnithat would have to
be mowed, and our family's broken lawnmower. · For me, spring
seemed like it could never arrive.
:
·
"You know, I ought to get my lawnmower ~epaired, 11 my father
said one afternoon when we were in the garage. He had said
~ lawnmower, not the l~wnmower.
Such a ~imple _thing struck
me very hard.
It was, indeed, his lawnmower, and I was no
1

0 M MEN T

longer a member of the nest.
Somewhere along the end of January, I did the incredible:
I picked up the phone and asked to be re-admit't ed to Bard
College. My parents were delighted, and I found even myself
giving a slight sigh of relief.
The second semester at Bard was very different from the
first: my acquaintances developed into warm friendships, and
strangers would pass me and say hello.
·
The large gaps I find in my journal entries during this
time speak for themselves; I was too busy having fun with my
friends, talking late into the night, dancing at the bar, to
sit down and write my lonely feelings dutifully in a small
spiral-bound notebook.
Since then, I've enjoyed Bard College.
I feel at home
here.
I don't know whether I've simply learned to cope with
this environment better, or whether it, in fact, has changed
slightly.
Probably a little of both. Yesterday I saw two girls with
monogrammed sweaters.

Scott Pass

short

THURSDAYS AT 6:00 PM
COMPLIMENTARY
GLASS
... An exclusive supper club
Candlelit dinner for two ...
Fine foods, good wines,
chilled beer.. .
Soft music .. .
An escape from everyday
campus life...

OF
WINE

"Where
Incredible
Friendships
Begin"

FEATURING
ROAST PRIME

RIB OF BEEF

MANNv's .REo

HooK BARBER

SHOf

Across fro~First National Bank-

758 - 6492

Closed Mondays

10 SOUTH BROADWAY -

RED HOOK, N.Y. 12571 -

(914) 758·6902

*HoMEMADE SoUPs *SALADs *SANJJ.oJICHEs *OMELETS *THICK BELGIAN WAFFLES

*DEVASTATING DESSERTS *FROZEN YoGURT *CAPPUCINO *ExPRESSO *HAAGEN
Let Us Order That Suecial Book

Vou've Been Looking Foe

~

O()eo Mon ..fri. 9:30-5:31>;

lllC,

Sat. 9:00-5:fJO

GBookrfj
_ freeGtftW~P
1
\-.:

13 6ovtb 'JIJ<.....,..ay

~ctH~'tll.-t:'I:z~n

914-758-4191

Photo Coptt5
Aw•1lable

BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER SUNDAY BRUNCH

nAZ

ICE CREAM
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Thoreau's Journal

The thin snow driving from the north and
lodging on my coat consists of those beauti- severe than here. On the
Saskatchewan , where no man
ful star crystals, not cottony and chubby
of science is present to
spokes as on the 13th of DElcember, but thin
behold, still down they
and partly transparent crystals. They are
about <?ne tenth of an inch in diameter, :per , come, and not the less
fulfill their destiny,
feet llttle wheels with six spokes, without
perchance melt at once on
a tire, or rather with six perfect little
the Indian's face. What a
leaflets, fern-like, with a distinct
world we .live in, where
straight, slender midrib raying from'the
myriads of these little
centre. On each side of each midrib there
disks, so beautiful to the
is a transparent, thin blade with a crenmost prying eye, are
ate edge.
How full of the creative genius
whirled down on every
is the air in which these are generated!
r
traveler's coat, the obshould hardly admire more, if real stars
servant and the unobservfell and lodged on my coat. Nature is full
of genius, full of the divinity, so that not ant, on the restless
squirrel's fur, on the
a snc:>w-f~ake escapes its fashioning hand.
far-stretchi ng fields and
Noth1ng 1s cheap and coarse, neither dewforests, the wooded dells
drops nor snow-flakes.
and the mountain tops. Far, far away from the
Soon the storm increases (it was already
haunts of men, they roll down some little
very severe to face), and the snow comes
Carol, if you see a poor, pathetic
slope, fall over and.come to their bearings,
finer, more white and powdery. --Who k:nows
person sitting alone in the Comand melt or lose the1r beauty in the mass,
but this is the original form of all sn·owmons, please sit next to me.
ready anon to swell some little rill with
flakes, but that, when I observe these 1
I looking for a slave to keep my
their contribution , and so, at last, the unicryst~l stars falling around me, they ~re
only JUSt generated in the low mist next the v~rsal.ocean from which they carne. There they feets warm, must be male and be in
the meal plan. Box 482.
l~e, l1ke the wreck of chariot wheels after a
earth.
I am nearer to the source of the
Just saying hello to you, you beaubattle in the skies. Meanwhile the meadow
snow, its primal, auroral, and golden hour
tiful blonde. Yes, it is a "wonmouse shoves them aside in his gallery, the
of infancy; commonly the flakes reach us
derful land," is it not?
school-boy
casts
them
in
t~avel-worn and agglomerated , comparative ly
his
snow-ball
or
the
I
T
Wanted: A book on the care and
woo d man s ~led glides smoothly over them,
Wlthout order or beauty, far down in their
maintenance of VW's. Contatt Box
these
glor~ous
spangles,
the
sweepings of
fall, lik~ men in their advanced age. ;As
heaven:s floor.
And they all sing, melting as 244.
for the c1rcumstanc es under which this phethey s1ng, of the mysteries of the number six· Gone up to Lexington 125. Feel
nomenon occurs, it is quite cold, and the
He takes up the vla ters of the' sick and dirty, more dead than
d~iving stor~ is bi~ter to face, though very six, . six~ six.
alive. I'm waitin' for my man!
sea ~n hls hand, leaving the salt; he disl1ttle snow 1s fall1ng.
It comes almost ·
Larry.
perses
it
in
mist
through
the
skies;
horizontally from the north....
he
re'
HI! Is there a fanner "Hunter
collects and sprinkles it like grain in sixA divinity must have stirred within them,
rayed snowy stars over the earth there to lie College Campus - Schooler" out
before the crystals did thus shoot and : set.
there?! You're supposed to be out
till he dissolves its bonds agai~.
Wheels of the storm chariots. The same law
there! If so, find me. Win., Potthat shapes the earth and the stars shapes
ter I04, Box 273.
the snowflake. Call it rather snow star.
Anna, if it weren't for you, this
As surely as the petals of a flower are num'rould be fuzzy. Thanks - s.
bered, each of these countless snow stars
c?mes whirl~ng to earth, pronouncing thus
\<nth emphas1s the number six, order,\t.6cr~~
This ~vas the beginning of a storm which
reached far and wide, and elsewhere \vas man:
1
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Rhineb eck,

N_V.

DEMETER (Greek)

CERES (Romal1)
Goddess of the Harvest.

raditianal izza with a"GBECI4N" touch
Salvados a todos los latinos de Bard, En que
oscurro sitio se reunen
los peruesos? - Necesito un guia para illegar ahi - lugan 482.
Two savers breathers
looking for non-friends
to date.
It's so lone~y out here,
especially if you come
from a country where
EVERYONE loved you. So
hm,r about some so~ial
interacts? That is my
main disposition at
Bard. Box 243.
Krin--return the grey
jacket and thirty dollars you owe me. All is
forgotten, come back.
Box 548.
Pump iron and wear purple shorts and you will
be deceiving everybody.
Wanted: A book ·on the
care an maintenance of
VW's. Contact Box 244.
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SPORTS
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Those of you who
came to the men's
basketball games last
year might have noticed
somewhat of a decline
in the typical scores
of their games this
year.
Nevertheless, it
is a new semester and,
although the team is 0
and 4 ·so far -__ (making.
them 1 and 13 for the
._overall seasoil.) , they
:~~re still. hanging in
·'tHere and giv.ing it ·
all they've got. After
the loss of three key
players, including the
N.A.C. league highscorer, Walt Tarver,
coach.Howard Bernard
has had to contend with
the fact that most of
the team is quite inexperienced.
However,
he has called this
season a "rebuilding
year," and the men's
hard work and determination-have shown
that they are doing all
they can to make it
just that.
The sevenman team includes:
John Noakes, Peter Mittenthal, David Quinter,
Dave Phillips, Chris
Dennis, Abe Levy and
Kevin Hunter.
"The
guys are all hopeful
and working hard," says
rnArh Bernard, "but

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
we've got to do all we
can to avoid injuries.
Our goal of:making the
N.A.C. playoffs will
be especialiy hard to
achieve after the re-

cent injury: of Chris
Dennis."
David Quihter has had
to take leadership of
the team as; point guard--a position which
he seems to~ be .holding
very well--while both
Dave Phillips and Chris
Dennis have_improved
100% since the season
began.
Seni6rs, Peter
Mittenthal and John
Noakes have; also had
very good s~asons.
Peter leads the team in
rebounds, while John,
who scores in doublefigures almpst every
night, has had, according to many, . his
best year y~t.
The next home game
this semester is Sat.,
February 18, at 4:00
p.m. against SUNY
Tech at Ut!ca, and
there will :be a few
more at home subsequently.
If you can
come to cheer them on,
please do-~your support at the games can
make all the difference.

Despite their 0 and
5 overall season record, the women's varsity basketball team
is not discouraged.
Nor is their coach,
Joel Tomson. There is
reason to wonder with
a team of only six:
Debbie Waxman, Maria
Minaya, Thea Bloom,
r-1ary Mason, Dorothy
Atcheson, and Theresa
Adams.
But the girls
will not be deterred,
even though it means
practicing at 8:00
every morning. According to Joel, i t
comes down to "a higher competitiveness
than in past years, a
lot of noticeable improvement in skills,
and a defense which
has become quite admirable." Joel's expectations for the
spring season, which
begins February 7 with
a home game,against
Mt. St. Mary College
at 6:00p.m., includes
winning three or four
games--an accomplishment which has not
been achieved by the
women's basketball
team in two or three
years.
"Our confidence is high enough
to play with more
patience," says Joel,
"as long as we can
prevent injuries to
key starting players
and keep out of foul
trouble. The key is
in the control of our
offense by Maria,
using Thea's height at
the basket, good
shooting from the
wings, Dorothy and
Debbie, and good rebounding from Mary and
Theresa. 11
While the girls are
all set for the
season, they would be
happy to add more
players to the team.
If you're interested,
contact Joel Tomson on
Ext. 159 or at the
Gym.
And if you like
the sport but don't
want to play, come to
watch the games.
Your
support will. be
greatly appreciated.

MEN'S CLUB VOLLEYBALL
A Men's Club Volleyball team has been added to the sports program this semester.
The team, with a squad
of approximately 13
men, is being run on
a trial basis with the
hope of initiating a
varsity intercollegiate team next year to
compete in the Eastern
Collegiate Volleyball
League.
Coach Sharon Kuriger
--also the women's
volleyball coach--has
high hopes for the
team, although they
are largely inexperienced.
"The guys are
all well-motivated and
enthusiastic," says
Sharon, "and most of
them have shown tremendous improvement."
Last semester, practices were only three
times a week.
This
semester, however, the
men have begun a more
rigorous training,
going everyday from
3:00 to 4:30 in order
to prepare for their
first game against
New Paltz on February
12th. There are only
two games after this;
both are at Vasaar on
the 15th and 20th of
February. Though the

Women's Basketball:
2/15
2/18
2/21
2/23
2/25
2/29

NYACK
UTICA
CSR
at BCCC
at CSR
at GMC

season is short~
Sharon is confident
that the team will
gain enough experience
to compete as a varsity team next year.
Sharon also has
plans ·to -pit the men's
team against the
women's volleyoall
team and against the
champion Intramural
volleyball team at the
end of the season.
The times and dates of
these matches will be
published when known.
Collegiate Volleyball
League. The team consists of: Joe Oster,
Willie Davis, Fred
Maxik, Ali Ghani,
Michael Burgi, Tony
Zorn, Kurt Muellenberg, Yann Geron, Andy
McDonald, and Bill
Zide.
Coach:Sharon Kuriger
NOTES:
All interested volleyball players--male
and female--ar-e invited to attend a
men's volleyball
tournament hosted by
Vasaar College on
March 3rd. Twentynine competecive
teams from the East
Coast will be battling for the championship.
It should
be a day of great
volleyball. Contact_
Sharon Kuriger if
interested.
Men's Basketball:
2/18 SUNY Tech Utica
2/21 CSR
2/23 at BCCC
2/25 Stephen'i.Tech
2/27 BCCC
2/29 at G~lC
3/3 N.A.C. Tourney*
3/4 N.A.C. Tourney*
*Bard hosting at Red
Hook High School

CLASSIFIEDS
·play

Do you
~hess? I'm looking for
an intermediate level player for
games after dinner. Write Scott,
Box 588.
Thanks, freshmen, for making Bard
attractive and active! Take care,
HLL. I love this hole--Thea.
It would be nice if my HABIB! were
here.
Attr. Bi Divorced Green Monster
seeks same for meaningful relationship. No cookies, no pidgeons, no
for
drugs. Send pix to Box !23456789, •SANDY, I love you not only
who you are, but also for who I am
Sesame St., Bronx, N.Y.
when with you.· Scott.
I need work. Will do just about
anything. I f you have anything
•MOM AND DAD: I' 11 be at your
you need done, call: (5I8) 828doorstep:sooner than you think55I9, ask for Francesca.
the snow is killing me. All my
Hi! Most of you students know me, -::=l:::-o-:::-v:::-e~~:..::1.:...__:=--~-----==---:--_..;..-'-
I1m Kevin Hunter (your l,.ocal D.J •.) •ROSS: ~Hurry home. The boys
and I'd .like to know what kind of
miss you :and wait at the window·
music, besides disco, you'd like to everyday !for your return.
hear. Call: 758 - 4365 or· Box 390. • TIGGER,' Have you forgotten what
The Bard men's basketball team
it's like to play? Happy Valenneeds players and a coach. If in- tine's Day. Love, Piglet.
terested call John Noakosa- 2nd
•w.s.: 'Ekil ruoy riah. Dalg
floor, South Hall.
err uoy kcab •
A. T, T.
Vamos a .la ~laya, Vamos a la Playa:•j•TO THE TALL FRESHMAN with the
Vamos a la Playa.
. sharp suit and the Bambi eyes.
A_blind friend loC?king for a deaf 1 I'm only ~as far as the nearest dark
friend, a mute friend and a girl
corner; ·Signed, Lust Struck 'sennot having any fun.
ior.
'
1

1

·=~~--~------------------------

Nancy, where are the scary monsters
' today? Do you miss ERNIE? I do get in toucH.
HoJ2~ 1 this isn't funny at all.
Dear Mom and Dad, the food stinks
and the mattresses are ltunpy,
Please send money! L.A., the average college student.
I hope ·all you Washington R.edskins
fans have recovered from their
great defeat at SnEer Bowl I8~
·I.L.Y .G. - D.~f.
Thanks for our wonderful
S:
Here's
to
newness
ours.
times together. I wish I could
To The Grey Ghost - May its dice
still be near you. Love 1 G.
reveal it's 100 years of solitude.
.A.F.: You're bold and beautiOh! His dice~ his dice.
ful. I'll always admire you.
M -TOGETHER, HE CAN NOKE THE POO Love_,_ A. C.
DLES- SINCERELY~ POODLE-NUKER (E).
.CHRISTINA D.: Here's to my seTim elark - You've got one gorgeous
cond sister. Love, your older
face. Why not join the Bard Obbrother.
server and help ~~ell clas.s i- ·
.C.D.: Too bad we don't have a
fieds?
classtogether. Sure would like
If you like pina coladas, getting
to BEend some time with ya. T.A.A.
caught in the rain ... slipping on
.VIRGINIA: I'd drink rrrazburry
slippery pavement, etc., contact
likoooor with your grandparents
me at box I40 and we can hit the
anytime. Rita Mae.
icy Eavement together.
WDEBBIE, Sometimes I think I love The new girl from VenezueLa is
you. Other times I know I do. All just. •. she is just •. ;oh! •.••
My Love 2 Michael.
I miss you Holly Hooper. xxox,
Maya •
And yes~ eat some more halava.
~

a len tine
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